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INTRODUCTION

This report provides statistics on attacks performed against web applications during the sec-
ond quarter of 2017. Sources of data are pilot projects involving deployment of PT Application 
Firewall, as well as Positive Technologies’ own PT AF installations.

The report describes the most common types of attacks as well as the objectives, intensity, and 
time distribution of attacks. It also contains industry-by-industry statistics. With this up-to-date 
picture of attacks, companies and organizations can monitor trends in web application security, 
identify the most important threats, and focus their efforts during web application develop-
ment and subsequent protection.

Automated vulnerability scanners (such as Acunetix) have been excluded from the data used 
here. The example attacks presented in this report have been manually verified to rule out false 
positives.

Protection data for Positive Technologies itself has been classified under the IT sector for report-
ing purposes.
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WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS: STATISTICS

Attack types

In Q2 2017, Cross-Site Scripting was the most common type of attack. SQL Injection, used to 
access sensitive information or run OS commands for further penetration of a system, repre-
sented almost one fourth of the total number of attacks, the same as in the first quarter of 2017. 
Going forward, we expect that Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection will continue to make up 
at least half of all web application attacks. In addition, our list of frequent attacks for Q2 includes 
Information Leakage and XML Injection, both of which entail disclosure of information.

Increase in attacks  
on web application users
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Figure 1. Top 10 web application attacks

Figure 2. Top 5 attacks on web applications of government institutions

An interesting picture appears if we separate the attacked companies by sector. Companies 
included government entities, financial services companies, IT companies, educational and 
healthcare institutions, as well as energy and manufacturing companies.

As in the first quarter, a large portion of attacks on government entities were aimed directly 
at gaining access to data. Personal data is the most critical resource possessed by government 
entities, due to which attacks tend to focus on either databases or application users directly. 
Although government websites are regarded by users as highly trustworthy, the users of these 
sites—more than in other sectors—are unlikely to know the basics of how to stay safe online. 
This fact makes government sites tempting targets for Cross-Site Scripting attacks, which can 
infect a user’s computer with malware. Another common type of attack in Q2 is Information 
Leakage, which exploits various web application vulnerabilities in order to obtain additional 
data about users, the system itself, and other sensitive information.

Attacks on healthcare were also mostly driven by theft of information: more than half of attacks 
were aimed at gaining access to data. Medical organizations have recently suffered from several 
major data leaks: for example, in May, the Dark Overlord hacking group posted the medical 
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records of around 180,000 patients from three medical centers.1 Another incident occurred at a 
Lithuanian plastic surgery clinic: over 25,000 photos, including naked before and after pictures, 
were made public.2 Initially, the hackers demanded a ransom from both the clinic (equaling 
EUR 344,000) and its clients (up to EUR 2,000 from each to delete the data). One more company 
that suffered in May due to a web application vulnerability was Molina Healthcare, with about 
5 million patient records made public.3

Nearly a quarter of all attacks were aimed at denial of service. Modern healthcare web appli-
cations frequently give patients the opportunity to learn more about a clinic and its services, 
schedule an appointment or house call, buy an insurance policy or service package, and get 
advice online. In the case of applications such as these, a successful DoS attack can damage not 
only a company’s reputation and cause inconvenience to patients, but cause financial losses for 
the company.

The most common attacks on IT companies, as in the first quarter, are Cross-Site Scripting and 
SQL Injection. If successful, such attacks may trigger significant reputational losses for IT compa-
nies in particular. SQL Injection can be used to obtain information as well as for other purposes, 
such as defacing websites. Cross-Site Scripting can be used to infect user workstations with 
malware.

Attacks on educational institutions are generally intended to access data (such as exam mate-
rials) or modify it (such as exam results). In Q2, more than half of attacks aimed to obtain access 
to information, Path Traversal being the most common method. Almost one in six attacks was 
targeted at OS Commanding.

1 databreaches.net/thedarkoverlord-dumps-180000-patients-records-from-3-hacks/

2 dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4556328/Plastic-surgery-clinics-hacked-25-000-photos-data-online.html

3 databreaches.net/molinahealthcare-com-exposed-patient-records/
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Figure 3. Top 5 attacks on web applications of healthcare institutions
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Figure 4. Top 5 attacks on web applications of IT companies

http://www.databreaches.net/thedarkoverlord-dumps-180000-patients-records-from-3-hacks/
http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4556328/Plastic-surgery-clinics-hacked-25-000-photos-data-online.html
http://www.databreaches.net/molinahealthcare-com-exposed-patient-records/
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By contrast, in the case of energy and manufacturing companies, attackers’ objective is to ob-
tain full control over company infrastructure. Therefore the most common attacks attempt to 
run arbitrary OS commands and gain control over the server or obtain information about the 
system; attacks on users are few and far between. By launching attacks against the target com-
pany’s internal network, an attacker can gain access to critical system components and interfere 
with operations.
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Other attacks
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OS Commanding
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Server-Side Template Injection 3.3%
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Figure 5. Top 5 attacks on web applications of educational institutions

Figure 6. Top 5 attacks on web applications of energy and manufacturing companies

The following screenshot gives an example of detection of remote command execution. The 
attempt involved an exploit of the CVE-2017-5638 vulnerability in Apache Struts, a free open-
source framework used for creating Java web applications. The vulnerability allows attackers to 
execute arbitrary code on a server by changing the Content-Type HTTP header. This vulnerabili-
ty became known to the public in March 2017 and the first attempts to exploit it against the web 
applications included in this report were recorded on April 3.

Figure 7. Example of attack detection: OS Commanding

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-5638
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Another example of OS Commanding demonstrates attackers’ efforts to exploit vulnerabilities 
not only in web applications, but in networking device firmware as well. Vulnerability CVE-2017-
8220 was published on April 25 and attacks on devices started soon after on April 28.

Figure 8. Example of attack detection: OS Commanding

Figure 9. Example of attack detection: OS Commanding

As these cases indicate, it may take only a few days for attackers to "weaponize" a newly pub-
lished vulnerability. (More time may be required for exploiting more complex vulnerabilities.) 
Attackers primarily try to exploit vulnerabilities that have been discovered recently, because 
targets are less likely to have installed the corresponding updates.

Use of outdated software facilitates attackers’ activities, because the Internet is full of informa-
tion about all known vulnerabilities as well as ready-made exploits for them. Attackers have 
multiple ways to find out which versions are in use on a particular system, whether by obtain-
ing information with the help of application misconfiguration or by exploiting version-specific 
vulnerabilities. At one company hosting a Positive Technologies pilot project, an out-of-date 
Joomla version was in use. One attacker planned to take advantage of that with an exploit for a 
vulnerability discovered in 2015 that allows executing arbitrary code (CVE-2015-8562).

In contrast to such one-off attempts, a dedicated attacker may employ an entire chain con-
sisting of several targeted attacks against a single target. To prevent incidents, it is extremely 
important to quickly identify such chains and prevent them from progressing. For this purpose, 
a web application firewall should cross-check all events for correlations in real time. Attackers 
can disguise their activities in a number of ways, such as by using diverse hacking techniques, 
taking breaks between attacks, and changing their IP address. The following screenshots from 
the PT AF interface show an example of a detected SQL Injection attack chain. The chain includ-
ed 38 related attacks, each of which was classified as having a high degree of risk.

Figure 10. Example of detected attack chain: SQL Injection

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-8220
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2017-8220
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2015-8562
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In terms of the average number of attacks per day, IT and government lead the pack. They were 
followed by healthcare, education, and energy and manufacturing companies. Compared to 
the previous quarters, the number of attacks on government web applications decreased. This 
trend is likely caused by the nature of the web applications included in this quarter’s research: 
most of the websites are intended to provide information and have no functionality of interest 
to attackers. Attacks on websites of manufacturing companies are generally targeted and are 
carried out by experienced hackers who act very carefully to escape notice. So despite the small 
number of attacks in this sector, these attacks are in fact the most dangerous ones.

Figure 11. SQL Injection attacks that have been correlated into a single attack chain
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Figure 12. Average number of attacks per day, by sector

In Q2, attackers showed more interest in attacks on application users. Most attacks were in-
tended to access sensitive information.

As in Q1, hackers most frequently attacked the websites of government institutions and IT 
companies.
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Attack trends

Let’s look at the distribution of attacks over time, specifically the number of attacks of each type 
encountered per day on average by a company. The following charts indicate the frequency 
and intensity of each web application attack method used by hackers. Information is also given 
on the most common attacks and which of them (based on the number of requests sent by 
attackers) dominate among malicious traffic.

Cross-Site Scripting attacks were consistently high throughout the quarter, with 100 to 250 of 
them recorded every day.

At 40 to 200 attacks per day, SQL Injection is highly visible on the chart as well. When looking 
for vulnerabilities caused by insufficient filtering of SQL query input, attackers tend to search 
intensively. The most powerful web application attack in Q2 was a search for SQL Injection vul-
nerabilities by bruteforcing all possible parameters, with a total of over 35,000 requests sent by 
the attacker.

Information Leakage demonstrated an upward trend caused by abrupt spikes in the number of 
malicious requests on certain days.

Overall, the average amount of attacks of other types rarely exceeded 100 per day.

The following picture shows the overall intensity of attacks in Q2 for all industries, as measured 
by the average number of malicious requests per day directed at a company.

Figure 13. Number of attacks per day, by type
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Figure 14. Distribution of attacks by day of week

Compared to the previous quarter, attackers became slightly less active. Web applications were 
hit by 300 to 800 attacks on average per day, dipping as low as 140 on the slowest day. The max-
imum number of attacks on a single company in a single day was 35,135, almost double the top 
value from the previous quarter. Practically all these attacks were from the same IP address. The 
attacker tried to find an SQL Injection vulnerability, apparently with the help of special scripts. 
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Figure 15. High-intensity SQL Injection attack on May 3 (PT AF interface)

The following figures show the number of attacks on this company on a timeline of three days, 
as well as the hour when the highest number of attacks was recorded.

Figure 16. High-intensity SQL Injection attack during a single hour (PT AF interface)

The following chart shows the distribution of attacks by time of day, on average, for a single 
company. Data comes from all sectors, based on the local time of the company under attack.
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Figure 17. Distribution of attacks by time of day: 0 = 12 a.m. (midnight), 12 = 12 p.m. (noon)

Figure 18. Hour-by-hour graph of attacks on April 17, displayed in the PT AF interface
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This picture resembles the one we had for the first quarter: the number of attacks is basically 
stable throughout the day, but increases during the afternoon and evening. As an example, 
below is a screenshot from the PT AF interface of one client company with data for April 17. We 
can see that attacks were mostly conducted in the afternoon, with the peaks corresponding to 
an increased number of requests.

Such results, as in the previous quarter, are caused by the fact that users (who are the targets 
of around one third of attacks) are particularly active during these hours. Once again, we found 
that the intensity of attacks remains rather high both day and night.

One reason that may motivate attackers to strike at night is that the target’s security staff are less 
likely to notice, and therefore react to, an attack. 

When designing corporate security measures, it is best to take into account the times during 
which attacker activity is at its peak. These times may be company- or sector-specific. While at-
tack intensity was generally stable in Q2, certain time periods did see a rise in activity. Particularly 
when attacks are performed during non-working hours, timely reaction and prevention of in-
cidents require smart web application protection tools, as well as qualified security incident 
reaction staff.

CONCLUSIONS

Attackers were consistently active throughout the entire period considered (Q2 2017). However, 
even these numbers, just as in the previous quarter, represent a slight drop compared to the 
number of attacks on web applications in 2016. Attempts to access sensitive information and 
attack web application users were the main techniques used. The websites of government insti-
tutions and IT companies are still the perennial "favorites" of attackers and we forecast that the 
situation will remain the same in the next quarter. Moreover, we expect to see an increase in the 
number of attacks triggered by publication of new vulnerabilities in popular content manage-
ment systems (such as Joomla).

After vulnerabilities have been detected and made public, many web applications remain vul-
nerable due to failure to stay up to date with system updates and patches. Our report clearly 
shows that attackers are quick to make use of newly published vulnerabilities, weaponizing 
them within days. Effective protection requires both timely software updates and proactive 
measures, such as a web application firewall, to detect and prevent attacks on web applications.

info@ptsecurity.com ptsecurity.com
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